In the article, Ra and Rundensteiner discuss a system which is the solution to the problem of updating a multi-user database for a particular user. When the user makes an update of his personal view, then there is a possibility that other users of the database cannot run their own applications due to this update. This problem can be solved when a particular user updates his own view first and then integrate this view with the total global schema of the database. This system is called schema evolution using view facilities. In order to make changes to his personal view, the person uses object algebra. Object algebra uses a kind of hierarchical structure with a basic element called class (object), together with methods, attributes and inheritance possibilities.
Introduction
The problem area of the article is the relation between at one hand the making of a new update to the database schema, necessary for one specific user and on the other hand the consequence of this update for the rest of the multi-user database users. When for example a specific user of the multi-user database wants to make a change to the database schema, there is a chance that some applications of other users will not run anymore because of the changed database schema. The authors of this article think they have found the solution to this problem in a combination of schema evolution techniques and so called view facilities.
The first thing the user who wants to make an update to the database schema, must do is to change the database schema to his personal wishes. After this, these changes will be integrated in the total database schema. This integration will be achieved by the so called "view schema evolution approach". This method will replace the old view schema by the new view schema, without affecting the view schemas of the other users. The application used by the other users will not be affected and thereby these users can use there applications in a normal way.
The introduced method shows us a way to combine schema evolution methods and capacityaugmenting view mechanisms, because the underlying object oriented viewsystem can be used. The purpose of all this is to search a solution of above problem.
The give a real solution to the problem, algorithms will be made which can interpret the schema evolutions operations as view definitions. As a real example, there finally will be implemented such a system (TSE = Transparent Schema Evolution system) on an existing multi-user database, called GemStone.
The first impression I got from the article, is that most of the article is about the algorithms and methods which are involved by the application of this system.
An exploration of the problem

Preface
In the second chapter I will look at the most important chapter of [1] , chapter 5. Chapter 5 discusses the central idea of the whole article. It describes the viewsystem which must contribute to a solution of the discussed problem in the first chapter. This is the so called MultiView-system. This system can be used by the development of the TSE-system. The TSE-system finally has to be the solution of the problem with the multi-user database. MultiView is a system that has the possibility to update a view of a specific user without affecting the total schema. A great part of the MultiView can be used for the development of the TSE-system. Ra and Rundensteiner give an extensive description of the way this MultiView works. To generate such a view, there are three important steps which must be taken. These steps are:
• Generating virtual classes through object oriented queries, • Integration of these deduced classes in a global schema, • Generating view schemas from these classes.
The process of generating the virtual classes takes place in forming queries in the object algebra. This object algebra gives the user a tool to describe his specific modification wishes for the schema. These wishes will automatically be processed by the MultiView system to a new view schema. This is the third step. Ra and Rundensteiner describe the object algebra very extensively. After this description there follows a technical story about the operations used within this object algebra.
In order to update view schemas MultiView uses update operators. These operators are using classes as their arguments. Examples of these operators are create, delete, set, add and remove. The terms used in this MultiView system are introduced in the next paragraph. They will form the jargon of this whole system.
An overview of the jargon used in the MultiView-system
In this paragraph I will give an overview of the terms and conceptions used in the MultiView-system. This system is used in the TSE-system as an underlying viewsystem. The following terms are used:
• Virtual-Class: This class is deduced from the query, asked by the user. This class contains the new opinion of the user. It is the user carrying through of his own changes to the new multi-user system. • Base Class: This class contains instances which always will be delivered to the new global schema of the multi-user database.
• Source Class: From this class the new virtual class will be deduced. You can see it as the standard class for the new virtual class. This class can be a base class as well as a virtual class.
• Global Schema: This schema is the result of the total integration of all classes. This schema is the second product from the total system that is being used to make a new schema. This schema contains all the views of all the different users.
• View Schema: This schema is deduced from the specific wishes of one user. This schema is made from the integration of the different virtual classes which are made for this specific user.
• View Class: A specific class of the view schema. This is some kind of dividing a view schema in classes. These classes can be base classes and virtual classes.
• Attribute: An object, the instance of an class, all have attributes. These attributes say something about an object. You can look at it as an internal state of an object.
• Method: This is some kind of function of an object. For example, an object "window" can have "close window" as a method. In my opinion this is the same as for example a functional programming language or another object oriented (OO) based language.
• Property: The term used for attributes and methods.
• Type: The total set of methods and instance variables for the specific class.
• Extent: The set of instances of an object belong to a specific class and its subclasses. The term subclasses refers to the whole set of classes which are called in the main class.
Because I discussed these terms one by one, I gained a better understanding of the, most of the time, rambling style of writing in this article. When you know what the terms mean, you have a better understanding of the text.
Operators used for building a view in MultiView
In order to manipulate objects from a class, we use the so called object-algebra. Some of the operators of this object-algebra will be highlighted in this article. My personal interpretation of these operators is the following:
• Select: This selection operator has some class as input. In this class objects are defined. The second argument of this operator is a predicate. This predicate says something about a specific property (an attribute or method). The objects from the main class will be selected on the basis of the predicate. These objects will be delivered back.
• Hide: This operator removes properties from a list of objects which are in the input class. The arguments are the input class and a list of properties. The properties which are listed will be removed and the others will be in the output class.
• Set operations: These are functions which can be used to manipulate classes. With reference to their type the output will be generated. The function Union has two classes as input and will give a set of common objects as output. Difference does this exactly the other way around. Intersect adds all the object together, whether they come from the first class or the second.
• Refine: This function has a list of property definitions and a class where these properties exist as input. De returned value is a new formulation of the property definitions. This formulation has another type as the type of the inputclass. It seems to give a particular attribute a new type and thereby it's creating a new function.
Furthermore there are some other update-operators described. The meaning of these operators can be explained simply. The operators (Create, Delete, Set, Add and Remove) are used to manipulate objects build on a certain class or are used to build a new instance of an object. The operator Create will create a new object and Delete does it the other way around. Set changes the values of the properties of an object. Add and Remove will respectively add and remove an existing object from a class.
A final statement about this chapter 3 Applications of the described concepts
In this third chapter I will give a review of the algorithms which are made from the previously discussed concepts. These algorithms are being discussed in chapter 6 in [1] . I will try to analyse them on the basis of my knowledge I got from the previous chapter. The first algorithm, Add-Attribute, is displayed below.
{ if x already exists in C, reject this operation; defineVC C' as (refine x : attribute-domain for C); push C onto tmpStack; while (tmp := pop tmpStack) ≠ NULL do for all subclasses (C sub ) of the class tmp if attribute x not defined for tmp then { defineVC C' sub as ( refine C': x for C sub ); push C sub onto tmpStack;} endwhile;} This algorithm will operate in such a way, that when a new attribute in a particular class will be imported, this attribute also will be defined for all the subclasses of these classes. The purpose of this is, when a change is made to a particular class, all the other subclasses of this class will be taken into consideration and they will also be updated to the consequences which follows from the change.
Due to the change made to the main class and the hierarchical structure of the object algebra, you save a lot of trouble carrying the change through to all the subclasses. You take advantage of the OOstructure of the object algebra. You can see it as a kind of inheritance.
When we write it down in words, we see the following description: The meaning of a virtual class is the following: When there is a change made to a class (for example the adding of an attribute to a particular class), then there will be made a copy of this class to a virtual class with the same name as the original class. This copying goes along with the adding of this attribute or making of another change. When the total integration takes place, all the new virtual classes will be added to the new view, and not the old classes. This way you can make an update very fast to a particular view.
This definition has given me a better view of the working of this algorithm. The example which is given as an illustration of the algorithm (figure 7 in Ra and Rundensteiner) makes it all very clear. As an example this figure will be given here.
In this figure we see an input schema consisting of three classes: Person, Student and TA. The request, done by the user, is adding the attribute "register" to the class Student. As a result there are two virtual classes defined, Student' and TA'. The output schema is a redefined schema with the two new classes for Student and TA. In the last step we see the integration of the old and the new view. This results is a new global schema. The new view adds the two defined virtual classes to the old view and thereby making a new global schema. When we look more specific at the different parts of the algorithm, you can distinct specific parts. I will discuss these parts one by one.
• The first thing is the function "defineVC <class> as ......." • Then there are two different functions refine: -refine <class> : <attribute> for <class> -refine <attribute> : <attribute-domain> for <class>
• A stack is made, where all the underlying classes will be put on (push). This stack will be broken down (pop), until the stack is empty. In this way all the underlying classes of the input class C will be used for the redefinition (adding) of the attribute.
I will discuss these three parts in the next paragraphs. Every part will be discussed in a special paragraph. function "defineVC <class> as ....." The function defineVC <class> as ..... will create a virtual class of the given class, to incorporate a new instance of the modified attribute. In the definition behind "as" normally every update operator can be given. This virtual class is meant to process the update as good as possible in the new updated view schema. When we take a look at the total global schema after such an update, you can directly see that the new virtual classes take part of the new view schema of a particular user.
The
The "refine" function
The second refine function takes care for adding an attribute, let us say R, to the input class, C. The result is a "new" class, a virtual class C' with an extra attribute R.
The first definition of refine is used to provide the attribute R to the subclasses of C, as far as this is not done already. Therefore this function has also a class as input, this is the virtual super class (this means: the above class of the input class of the algorithm) of the classes and the new attribute. Those are defined then for the new virtual class of the subclass. So virtual classes are created of the underlying classes of the input class (and the included modification).
Let us illustrate this with an example: a class "Car" has subclasses, like "Coachwork" and "Engine". When an attribute "Demolition" is added to the class Car, this attribute has to be defined in the underclasses Coachwork and Engine too. To realize this the algorithm generates three virtual classes containing the new attribute Demolition, called NewCar, NewCoachwork and NewEngine. These three classes will be processed in the update, when integrating the classes for defining a global schema.
The stack
The stack is used to reach all underlying classes of the input class. By putting all underlying classes on stack, it is possible to reach all classes using the OO-principle (one is part of the other, the "sub-and super-principle").
The target will be clear, but there may be an alternative without using the stack. This can be done using recursion. This may look like:
Add-Attribute (Class, Attribute) if Class had no attribute Attribute then defineVC Class' as (refine Attribute : attribute-domain for Class);
If Class has subclass then ∀ subclasses of C [ Add-Attribute (SubClass, Attribute) ] else defineVC Virtualsubclass ( refine Class' : Attribute for Subclass ) return Every Virtualsubclass
The recursive alternative of this algorithm is not easy, because the main class, called by the algorithm, is processed separately (the first refine), while the subclasses are processed separately too (the second refine). I think the problem will be that the subclasses of the main class will be processed by the first refine, so each subclass will get two virtual classes. This is caused by the recursion. When Add-Attribute is called again, a first refine is being done at the first class.
The algorithm formally explained
Because all parts of the algorithm are analysed, and the working of the algorithm is described, it is now possible to give a formal description.
Input: an attribute X and a class C Purpose: defining attribute X for class C Upper purpose: a particular user want to execute an update for his particular view schema Formal input: for example an attribute A and a class K with subclasses Q and W, while W has a underlying class X.
{ if x already exists in C, reject this operation; Using the stack, the while-loop will give all subclasses and subclasses of the subclasses by redefining new virtual classes including the attribute A.
So the new redefined virtual classes are part of the new view of the use. Now this one can be updated and result in the so called output schema. This last action will be done with the VSG, the View Schema Generator.
The complexity of the Add-Attribute algorithm
In this section an own addition will be created to the article, using the complexity calculation of the Add-Attribute algorithm.
The complexity of this algorithm can be measured by the number of operations. It's possible to use a formula for the complexity, which is has a space and a time vector.
The following operations exist: -Creating a virtual mainclass, complexity code X -Creating a virtual subclass, complexity code Y -Putting the class on stack, complexity code Z (twice) -Comparing with NILL, complexity code P -Find out if X exists in C, complexity code Q (twice) These operations are all provided with a complexity code. This complexity code can be seen as the total memory usage and the time factor. The relation between them is the complexity code for each operation. This will enable you to say something about the complexity of the algorithm.
The operation to see if X exists in C is always done once: complexity code Q. Also, in case of X exists in C, the virtual mainclass is created: complexity code X. When we want to add an attribute "Size" to the class Solar system, a new structure will appear, when running the algorithm. The attribute Size is put in all subclasses of Solar System, so these classes also have an attribute Size which can be used. By creating a new global schema, with a modified view, these new virtual classes are included.
When we take a look at the complexity model, discussed in paragraph 3.5, we can now expand this example. This can be done as shown here: N, the number of subclasses (and subclasses of its subclasses) of the main class, Solar System, is 6. When processing this for the complexity we get:
Q + X + 6 (Q + Y + Z + P) = 7Q + 6Y + 6Z + 6P + X For me it is impossible to express Q, X etc, because this is a relation between space and time. You are able to say something about them, when the algorithm is implemented (my opinion).
Remaining algorithms 3.7.1 Delete-Attribute
In chapter 6 of [1] several algorithms are discussed. All those algorithms are meant to process a modification in the view of a particular user. When an attribute has to be removed from a particular class, some kind of a reverse algorithm is used of Add-Attribute.
Delete-Attribute, with an attribute and a class as input, results in loosing the input class and its subclasses of the input attribute. This is done by the function Hide, shown here:
Define VC C' as (hide x from subC)
Introduction of PSM
PSM is a technique to reflect a special part of the real world in a model. This technique uses a special graphical notation in which objects from the real world are called entities. PSM is based on the popular NIAM-method. This last technique is a basic modeling technique, developed by, among others, Falkenberg and Nijssen. PSM is an extension of NIAM. This extension consists of some, more advanced constructs. These constructs make it possible to give a better model of the real world, but the disadvantage is that the semantics become more complicated. The fact that the semantics become more complicated is easy to see when you give populations to the PSM-constructs and when you want to give formal semantics to each of the advanced constructs of PSM. For further reading on PSM, see [3] .
For the comparison with the article of Ra and Rundensteiner two specific constructs of PSM are important. These two constructs, generalisation and specialisation, are the only two hierarchical constructs of PSM. When you can divide an entity in more subtypes, you call it specialisation. When you use this specialisation in PSM you call the supertype a Pater Familias. This Pater Familias performs the duty of the supertype for its subtypes. It is a normal entity and acts like a kind of receptacle for his subtypes. The population of its subtypes is also the population of the Pater Familias. It is possible to make very complex hierarchical subtype structures with this construct.
The second hierarchical construct of PSM is called generalisation. Generalisation is almost the opposite of specialisation. Almost, because there is a semantic difference between these two constructs. The reason for this is, that generalisation is build on a different axiomschema. The main focus for using generalisation is that from different entities a new object is build, that inherits the properties of the underlying objects.
Object Algebra and PSM
When we compare the object algebra and the hierarchical constructs of PSM, some important differences become visible . The class structure, described in the article, is only for a part comparable with the hierarchical structure of PSM. In PSM we talk about entities which can have a relationship, described in a role (facttype). In the object algebra we talk about classes which form the buildingstones together with the properties (methods and attributes). The relation between the objects is realized by the hierarchical structure of classes and inheritance of his properties.
When we make a direct one-on-one translation of PSM to the object algebra, a rough comparison can be made (See 
What's interesting to research in the comparison?
When we look at the differences between these two methods, there is something particular interesting. It is interesting to look at the possibility to use some kind of update possibility in PSM and to make this update possibility work at every moment when it is necessary to make a change to the schema. A solution to this problem could be an algorithm in which PSM-constructs can be manipulated.
These kind of algorithms will have a lot in common with the algorithms discussed in Ra and Rundensteiners article. The new algorithms will adjust to PSM-constructs. I want to discuss the first algorithm in which PSM-constructs can be manipulated. This is the Add Attribute algorithm.
I will formulate this algorithm in the world of PSM. The most important thing to do in this formulation is to make a right translation from the object algebra to the PSM-objects. In the next paragraph I will discuss this algorithm.
The Add Attribute algorithm in the world of PSM
When we look at the first algorithm of Ra and Rundensteiner, Add Attribute, it is possible to make a translation of the objects which occur in the algorithm. When we take a look at the algorithm, we can distinct some different things.
{ if x already exists in C, reject this operation; defineVC C' as (refine x : attribute-domain for C); push C onto tmpStack; while (tmp := pop tmpStack) ≠ NULL do for all subclasses (C sub ) of the class tmp if attribute x not defined for tmp then { defineVC C' sub as ( refine C': x for C sub ); push C sub onto tmpStack;} endwhile;} The following elements can be extracted from the algorithm:
• Attribute x • Class C • DefineVC operation • Refine operation • Stack, with operations push and pop When we want to describe these elements in terms of PSM, we have to give a description of what these elements really are. In the next subparagraphs I will make a connection between the mentioned objects and PSM.
Attributes
In PSM there are two main construction elements for the information structure. These are the objects (or entities/types) and the instances of these objects, the so called population of an object. In the case of specialization, thus when the objects have hierarchical structure, the population (instances) of these objects involved in the specialization are subject to some limitations. These limitations are anchored in the semantic rules concerning specialization. When you try to simulate the attributes in the object algebra, the thing you can do best is the following.
An attribute is a property of a class in the object algebra. When a property is inherited by another class, you use the is-a relationship in the object algebra. In PSM you can use the supertype, having binary facttypes (roles) with other types (You have to look at it as a attribute). When you create a specialization hierarchy, you give this attribute to the subtypes in this hierarchy by defining the role for the supertype. The subtypes will inherit this attribute (binary facttype in PSM). This is the way to simulate attributes in PSM.
Class
To simulate a class in PSM, you need to look at the way this class is build and used in the object algebra. It is logical to see a class in the object algebra as a type in PSM. The problem you get when you do this, is using the instance-principle in the object algebra. In PSM you have instances in the form of population. Every object can have its own population, but in the object algebra a class also has a set of properties. These properties are really connected to the object. When you make an instance of a class, you also have the properties. The way to simulate these properties in PSM, is explained in the previous subparagraph, thus by using subtyping.
Operations and the stack
The operations refine and defineVC can be translated to PSM concepts by the so called mutation algorithms. Therefore the PSM-structure has to be translated to internal representations. Then you have a couple of operators, like Prune and Crossover, that you can use to make changes to the PSMschemas, without affecting the semantics. For further reading I suggest the lecture notes of IS2 [2] .
Conclusion
In this last chapter I will shortly review the results of this article. Ra and Rundensteiner have discussed a system which can be a solution to the problem of making personal updates to a multi-user database without affecting the applications of the others. The most powerful tool used in this solution, the object algebra, is a very clear method with powerful algorithms. I have explained the algorithms, by analyzing them and giving examples of how to use these algorithms. Also I have analyzed the first algorithm by doing some complexity analysis, in order to show it's efficiency.
In the last part of the article, I have given a comparison between the object algebra and the modelingtechnique PSM. It is hard to give a fine comparison, because the ideas are build on two different methods. There is some relation, but it is hard to describe. Hopefully I have given a good description anyway.
